• be able to do sth
• How/What about ...?
• above adverb, preposition MORE
• accident noun BAD EVENT
• across adverb, preposition
• across preposition
• activity noun EVENT
• actor noun
• actually adverb TRUTH
• add verb PUT WITH
• add verb CALCULATE
• adjective noun
• adult adjective FOR ADULTS
• advanced adjective HIGHER LEVEL
• adventure noun
• adverb noun
• advertisement noun
• advice noun
• aeroplane noun
• I'm afraid...
• afraid adjective FEAR
• after preposition PAST A PLACE
• after preposition ORDER
• afterwards adverb
• again adverb AS BEFORE
• against preposition COMPETING
• against preposition TOUCHING
• aged adjective
• ago adverb
• agree verb SAME OPINION
• air noun AIRCRAFT
• air noun GAS
• airport noun
• alarm clock noun
• album noun MUSIC
• album noun BOOK
• alcohol noun
• all determiner, pronoun WHOLE AMOUNT
• all sorts of sth
• all the best
• all the time
• all adverb COMPLETELY
• all over somewhere
• all right adjective, adverb WELL
• that's all right
• all right adjective, adverb PERMISSION
• almost adverb
• alone adjective, adverb WITHOUT PEOPLE
• along preposition DIRECTION
• already adverb BEFORE NOW
• alright adjective, adverb WITHOUT PROBLEMS
• alright adjective, adverb WELL
• that's alright
• alright adjective, adverb PERMISSION
• always adverb UNTIL NOW
• always adverb FOREVER
• amazing adjective GOOD
• ambulance noun
• among preposition IN A GROUP
• and conjunction AFTER VERB
• and so on
• angry adjective
• another determiner, pronoun ADDITIONAL
• another determiner, pronoun DIFFERENT
• answer noun TEST
• answer noun DOOR/TELEPHONE
• answer verb DOOR/PHONE
• any more
• anybody pronoun IN QUESTIONS/NEGATIVES
• anymore adverb
• anyone pronoun IN QUESTIONS/NEGATIVES
• anyway adverb DESPITE
• anyway adverb CHANGE SUBJECT
• anywhere adverb ANY PLACE
• anywhere adverb IN QUESTIONS/NEGATIVES
• apartment noun
• appointment noun
• area noun REGION
• armchair noun
• around preposition IN A CIRCLE/CIRCULAR MOVEMENT
• around preposition TO OR IN A PLACE
• around preposition APPROXIMATELY
• around adverb TO/IN A PLACE
• arrive verb REACH A PLACE
• art noun PAINTINGS/DRAWINGS, ETC.
• artist noun
• as well as
• as adverb; preposition USE
• as ... as
• as much/quickly/soon, etc. as possible
• as usual
• as conjunction BECAUSE
• ask verb INVITE
  • a sales/shop assistant
  • at preposition CAUSE
• at least
• attractive adjective BEAUTIFUL

• aunt noun
• autumn noun
• available adjective ABLE TO GET
• available adjective NOT BUSY
• away adverb SOMEWHERE ELSE
• away adverb DISTANCE FROM
• awesome adjective GOOD
• baby noun ANIMAL
• back adverb REPLY
• the back
• back noun BODY
• back adjective AT BACK
• bad adjective LOW QUALITY
• not (too) bad
• be bad for sb/sth
• badly adverb LOW QUALITY
• badly adverb VERY MUCH
• badly adverb VERY SERIOUSLY
• badminton noun
• bake verb
• balloon noun
• barbecue noun PARTY
• barbecue noun EQUIPMENT
• baseball noun
• bat noun STICK
• battery noun
• have/has been to
• be auxiliary verb CONTINUE
• be auxiliary verb PASSIVE
• bean noun
• bear noun
• become available/rich/a writer, etc.
• before preposition PLACE
• before conjunction EARLIER
• before adverb
• begin verb START TO DO
• beginner noun
• beginning noun
• believe verb TRUE
• believe verb THINK
• belong to sb
• belt noun CLOTHING
• beside preposition NEXT TO
• best wishes
• better adverb COMPARATIVE
• I/you/he, etc. had better do sth
• between preposition AMOUNT
• between preposition CONNECT

• between preposition SEPARATE
• bicycle noun
• your big brother/sister
• big adjective IMPORTANT
• bike noun BICYCLE
• bill noun
• biology noun
• bit noun SMALL AMOUNT
• a bit
• black adjective PEOPLE
• black noun
• blackboard noun
• blanket noun FOR BED
• blonde adjective
• blood noun RED LIQUID
• blue noun
• board noun INFORMATION
• board noun GAMES
• board game noun
• body noun DEAD
• boil verb HEAT LIQUID
• boiled adjective
• book verb
• bookcase noun
• bookshelf noun
• bookshop noun
• boot noun SHOE
• be born
• borrow verb GET
• boss noun
• bother verb ANNOY
• bottle noun
• bottom noun FLAT SURFACE
• bottom noun LOWEST POSITION
• bowl noun
• box noun SQUARE SPACE
• boyfriend noun
• brain noun IN HEAD
• break verb SEPARATE
• break verb NOT WORK
• break noun STOP
• bridge noun STRUCTURE
• bright adjective COLOUR
• brilliant adjective VERY GOOD
• bring verb TAKE WITH YOU
• bring back sth
• or bring sth back
• broken adjective DAMAGED
• a broken arm/leg, etc.
• broken adjective NOT WORKING
• brown noun
• brush noun TOOL
• brush verb CLEAN/TIDY
• comfortable adjective CLOTHES/ FURNITURE
• comic noun
• company noun BUSINESS
• comparative noun ADJECTIVE
• competition noun EVENT
• complete verb MAKE WHOLE
• complete verb WRITE
• complete verb FINISH
• concert noun
• congratulations exclamation
• contact noun PERSON
• contact verb
• cook noun
• cooker noun
• cooking noun
• cool adjective GOOD
• copy verb PRODUCE
• corner noun WHERE LINES MEET
• correct adjective ACCURATE
• cost noun MONEY
• cost verb MONEY
• could modal verb PAST ABILITY
• could modal verb REQUEST
• the country
• countryside noun
• course noun MEAL
• of course not
• cousin noun
• cover verb PUT
• crazy adjective STUPID
• be crazy about sb/sth
• cream noun FOOD
• cream noun COLOUR
• cream adjective
• cricket noun SPORT
• crisp noun
• cross verb OTHER SIDE
• crowd noun
• crowded adjective
• cry verb PRODUCE TEARS
• cupboard noun
• curry noun
• curtain noun
• customer noun
• cut verb USE KNIFE
• cycling noun
• daily adjective EVERY DAY
• daily adverb
• dance noun OCCASION
• dance noun ACTIVITY
• dancer noun
• danger noun POSSIBILITY OF HARM
• dangerous adjective
• dark adjective NO LIGHT
• day noun LIGHT HOURS
• day noun WORK HOURS
• these days
• one day
• dead adjective NOT ALIVE
• Oh dear!
• decide verb CHOOSE
• deep adjective TOP TO BOTTOM
• degree noun TEMPERATURE
• delay verb MAKE HAPPEN LATER
• delay noun LONG WAIT
• dentist noun
• department noun
• department store noun
• describe verb
• desert noun
• dessert noun
• details
• diary noun FOR THOUGHTS
• diary noun FOR ARRANGEMENTS
• difference noun WAY
• digital adjective SYSTEM
• digital camera noun
• dinosaur noun
• diploma noun
• directions noun
• dirty adjective
• disco noun
• discount noun
• discuss verb
• dish noun CONTAINER
• dish noun FOOD
• the dishes
• Do you mind ...?
• do verb MAKE
• do verb HEALTHY/HAPPY
• do verb SPORT ETC.
• document noun OFFICIAL INFORMATION
• double adjective
• down adverb LOWER POSITION
• down preposition LOWER POSITION
• down preposition ALONG
• download verb
• downstairs adverb
• Dr noun
• drawer noun
• drawing noun
• dream noun SLEEP
• dream verb SLEEP
- **happen** verb HAVE
- **happen** verb RESULT
- happy to do sth
- happy adjective SATISFIED
- hard adjective SOLID
- hate verb
- have auxiliary verb
- have (got) to do sth
- have (got) to do sth
- have verb BABY
- have fun/a nice time/a problem, etc.
- have a rest/shower/walk, etc.
- head noun SCHOOL
- headache noun
- headteacher noun
- health noun
- healthy adjective WELL
- healthy adjective GOOD
- hear verb LISTEN
- heart noun ORGAN
- heating noun
- heavy adjective WEIGHING A LOT
- heavy adjective HOW MUCH
- helicopter noun
- help verb PROVIDE WHAT IS NEEDED
- help noun WHEN SOMEONE HELPS
- Help!
- here adverb GIVING
- here you are/here it is, etc.
- hers pronoun
- herself pronoun REFLEXIVE
- (by) herself
- hey exclamation
- high adjective TALL
- hill noun
- himself pronoun REFLEXIVE
- (by) himself
- hip-hop noun
- his pronoun
- history noun PAST
- history noun SUBJECT
- hit verb WITH HAND/OBJECT
- hobby noun
- hockey noun
- hold verb IN HAND
- home adverb TO PLACE
- honey noun
- hope verb WANT TO HAPPEN
- horrible adjective
- housewife noun
- How about...?
- **how** adverb WAY
- **how** adverb HEALTH
- How do you do?
- however adverb DESPITE THIS
- hundred number NUMBER
- hurry verb
- hurt verb CAUSE PAIN
- hurt verb BE PAINFUL
- ice noun
- ID noun
- ID card noun
- idea noun SUGGESTION
- identification noun DOCUMENT
- if conjunction DEPENDING
- if not
- if you like
- ill adjective HEALTH
- immediately adverb NOW
- improve verb
- in preposition USING TIME
- in preposition PART OF
- in front of sb/sth
- in adverb INTO A SPACE
- include verb
- including preposition
- indoor adjective
- information noun
- insect noun
- inside adverb CONTAINER
- instead adverb
- instructions
- instrument noun MUSIC
- interested adjective
- international adjective
- into preposition CHANGE
- invitation noun SOCIAL
- island noun
- IT noun
- it pronoun TIME/WEATHER
- itself pronoun REFLEXIVE
- jam noun SWEET FOOD
- jazz noun
- jewellery noun
- job noun PIECE OF WORK
- join verb BECOME A MEMBER
- join verb DO TOGETHER
- journey noun
- jump verb INTO AIR
- jump verb GO OVER
- jumper noun
- just adverb RECENTLY
- just adverb ALMOST NOW
- keep verb HAVE
- keep sth in/on, etc.
- keep verb STAY
- key noun ANSWERS
- keyboard noun COMPUTER
- keyboard noun MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
- kick noun HIT
- kid noun
- kill verb
- sb will kill sb
- kilo noun
- kilogram noun
- kilometre noun
- all kinds of sth
- kind adjective
- king noun RULER
- kiss verb
- kiss noun
- kit noun SPORTS CLOTHES
- kite noun
- know verb BE ABLE
- know verb BE CERTAIN
- let sb know
- lake noun
- lamp noun
- laptop noun
- large adjective BIG
- last adjective, determiner MOST RECENT
- last adjective, determiner ONE BEFORE PRESENT
- last adjective, determiner FINAL
- late adverb AFTER
- later adverb IN THE FUTURE
- latest adjective
- laugh verb
- lazy adjective PERSON
- leather noun
- leave verb FORGET
- leave verb PUT
- leave verb FOR SOMEONE
- leave verb NOT USE ALL
- left adjective
- left adverb
- left noun LEFT SIDE
- left-hand adjective
- lemon noun
- lemonade noun
- lend verb GIVE
- less adverb
- less determiner
- less pronoun
- let's
- let sb know (sth)
- letter noun SYMBOL
- level noun ABILITY
- library noun
- licence noun
- lie verb BODY
- lie down
- lift noun MACHINE
- lift noun RIDE
- light noun EQUIPMENT
- light adjective NOT HEAVY
- like preposition SIMILAR
- What is sb/sth like?
- line noun LONG MARK
- lion noun
- list noun
- litre noun
- a little bit
- long adjective MANY WORDS
- long adverb TIME
- look nice/strange, etc.
- look after sb/sth
- lose verb NOT FIND
- lost adjective PERSON
- loud adjective
- would love sth/to do sth
- would love to (do sth)
- love/(with) love from/all my love/lot(s) of love
- lovely adjective ENJOYABLE
- lovely adjective BEAUTIFUL
- low adjective AMOUNT/LEVEL
- luck noun CHANCE
- lucky adjective GOOD THINGS
- luggage noun
- lunchtime noun
- machine noun
- mad adjective ANGRY
- magazine noun
- magic noun SPECIAL POWERS
- magic noun ENTERTAINMENT
- mail noun LETTERS
- mail noun POST
- mail noun EMAIL
- main course noun
- be made from/(out) of sth
- make verb PERFORM
- make sure
- make-up noun
- manager noun
- mango noun
- map noun
- mark noun SCORs
- market noun SELLING PLACE
- married adjective WITH WIFE/HUSBAND
- match noun COMPETITION
- maths noun
- the matter
- matter verb
- may modal verb POSSIBLY HAPPEN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb/Adjective/Noun</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>repeat verb SAY AGAIN</td>
<td>sell verb OFFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest noun RELAX</td>
<td>sell for/at sth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return verb GO BACK</td>
<td>serve verb PROVIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return verb PUT BACK</td>
<td>FOOD/DRINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rich adjective MONEY</td>
<td>set noun GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right adjective DIRECTION</td>
<td>seventh ordinal number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right adverb DIRECTION</td>
<td>seventy number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right adverb IN SPEECH</td>
<td>several determiner, pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right noun DIRECTION</td>
<td>shall I/we...?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right exclamation</td>
<td>shall modal verb QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right-hand adjective</td>
<td>a shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring noun JEWELLERY</td>
<td>shampoo noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give sb a ring</td>
<td>share verb HAVE AT SAME TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring verb TELEPHONE</td>
<td>share verb DIVIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roast verb</td>
<td>a sheet of paper/glass, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roast adjective</td>
<td>shelf noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rock noun MUSIC</td>
<td>ship noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roof noun ON BUILDING</td>
<td>shop assistant noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round preposition IN A CIRCLE/CIRCULAR MOVEMENT</td>
<td>shopping noun GOODS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round adverb VISIT</td>
<td>short adjective WORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round adjective</td>
<td>shorts noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roundabout noun</td>
<td>should modal verb ADVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubber noun REMOVES PENCIL</td>
<td>shout verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rugby noun</td>
<td>show noun ENTERTAINMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruler noun FOR MEASURING</td>
<td>shut verb CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>runner noun</td>
<td>shut verb STOP SERVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>running noun SPORT</td>
<td>sick adjective ILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safe adjective NOT DANGEROUS</td>
<td>sick adjective VOMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sailing noun</td>
<td>side noun PART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salad noun</td>
<td>side noun SURFACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salesperson noun</td>
<td>side noun EDGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the same</td>
<td>sightseeing noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sauce noun</td>
<td>sign noun NOTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sausage noun</td>
<td>silver noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save verb MONEY</td>
<td>silver adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save verb KEEP</td>
<td>simple adjective EASY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save verb COMPUTER</td>
<td>since preposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scarf noun</td>
<td>singer noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>school noun TIME</td>
<td>singing noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a dance/language/riding, etc.</td>
<td>single adjective NOT MARRIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>school</td>
<td>single adjective FOR ONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schoolchild noun</td>
<td>singular adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>science noun STUDY OF NATURAL THINGS</td>
<td>singular noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scissors noun</td>
<td>sink noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scooter noun</td>
<td>sit verb MOVE BODY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screen noun COMPUTER/TV</td>
<td>site noun INTERNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seat noun SIT</td>
<td>sitting room noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second noun PART OF MINUTE</td>
<td>sixth ordinal number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secretary noun IN OFFICE</td>
<td>sixty number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see verb ON TV, ETC.</td>
<td>size noun AMOUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sell verb FOR MONEY</td>
<td>size noun MEASURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skating noun</td>
<td>skateboard noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skateboarding noun</td>
<td>skater noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skate noun</td>
<td>small noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skateboard noun</td>
<td>size noun MEASURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skating noun</td>
<td>small noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skateboarder noun</td>
<td>size noun MEASURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skater noun</td>
<td>small noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skating noun</td>
<td>size noun MEASURE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
skiing noun
sky noun
slice noun FOOD
slowly adverb
small adjective NOT IMPORTANT
snack noun
snake noun
snow verb WEATHER
snowboarding noun
so adverb VERY
so adverb MENTIONED EARLIER
so conjunction REASON
so conjunction SENTENCE BEGINNING
soap noun FOR WASHING
sock noun
sofa noun
soft adjective NOT HARD
soft adjective SMOOTH
soft drink noun
software noun
somebody pronoun
someone pronoun
or something (like that)
somewhere adverb PLACE
song noun
soon adverb AFTER SHORT PERIOD
as soon as possible
sorry adjective SYMPATHY
sort noun TYPE
soul noun MUSIC
sound noun HEAR
sound
good/interesting/strange, etc.
south noun DIRECTION
the south
south adjective
south adverb
space noun EMPTY PLACE
spare time
speaker noun EQUIPMENT
special adjective VERY GOOD
spell verb
spelling noun
spend verb TIME
spend verb MONEY
spoon noun
sports centre noun
spring noun SEASON
square noun SHAPE
square noun IN TOWN
square adjective
stadium noun
staff noun
stage noun THEATRE
stairs noun
stamp noun
stand verb VERTICAL
stand verb RISE
star noun PERFORMER
star noun OBJECT IN SPACE
star noun SHAPE
bus station
stay verb LIVE
steak noun
steal verb
still adverb CONTINUING
stomach noun
stomach ache noun
stop verb BUS/TRAIN
stop verb PAUSE
storm noun
story noun DESCRIPTION
straight adjective NOT CURVING
straight adverb LINE
strange adjective UNUSUAL
strong adjective PHYSICALLY POWERFUL
studies
such a(n)
such as
suit noun
suitcase noun
sunglasses noun
sunny adjective
superlative noun
supper noun
I suppose
sure adjective CERTAIN
make sure (that)
sure adverb AGREEMENT
surf verb
surfing noun
suit noun
surname noun
surprise noun EVENT
surprised adjective
sweater noun
sweet adjective ATTRACTIVE
sweet noun
sweets noun
swim noun
swimming noun
swimming costume noun
table tennis noun
take verb TRAVEL
take verb NEEDS TIME
take verb DIRECTIONS
take verb HEALTH
take an exam
• take off sth
  or take sth off REMOVE
• take off FLY
• tall adjective HOW HIGH
• teach verb SHOW HOW TO
• team noun SPORT
• teenager noun
• telephone noun
• telephone verb
• tell sb to do sth
• temperature noun HEAT
• temperature noun BODY
• have (got) a temperature
• term noun SCHOOL
• terrible adjective
• text noun MOBILE PHONE
• text verb
• textbook noun
• text message noun
• than preposition, conjunction WITH MORE/LESS
• thank verb
• thank
  you exclamation ACCEPT/REFUSE

• that conjunction
• that pronoun REFERRING BACK
• the determiner BEFORE SUPERLATIVES, ETC.
• theatre noun
• theirs pronoun
• themselves pronoun REFLEXIVE

• (by) themselves
• then adverb RESULT
• there adverb GIVING
• thin adjective NOT THICK
• thin adjective NOT FAT
• thing noun ACTIVITY
• thing noun FACT
• think verb CONSIDER DOING
• third ordinal number
• thirsty adjective
• thirty number
• this pronoun ALREADY MENTIONED
• this pronoun CAN BE SEEN
• this pronoun THING HAPPENING
• thousand number NUMBER
• through preposition ONE SIDE TO ANOTHER
• throw verb IN AIR
• thunderstorm noun
• tidy adjective
• tidy verb
• tie noun CLOTHES
• tights noun
• till preposition
• time noun PERIOD
• time noun MINUTES/DAYS/YEARS
• time noun OCCASION
• timetable noun SCHOOL/COLLEGE
• to infinitive marker REASON
• to infinitive marker INSTEAD OF VERB
• from ... to ...
• to preposition RECEIVING
• toast noun BREAD
• toe noun ON FOOT
• toilets
• tonight noun
• toothache noun
• toothbrush noun
• top noun HIGHEST PART
• tour noun
• tour guide noun
• tourist noun
• towel noun FOR DRYING
• town noun CENTRAL AREA
• toy noun
• traffic noun VEHICLES
• traffic light noun
• trainer noun SHOE
• tram noun
• trip noun
• true adjective NOT FALSE
• try verb ATTEMPT
• try on sth or try sth on
• tune noun SONG
• turn verb CHANGE DIRECTION
• turn off sth or turn sth off
• turn on sth or turn sth on
• twice adverb
• type noun SORT
• tyre noun
• umbrella noun
• uncle noun
• under preposition LESS THAN
• the underground
• understand verb KNOW WHY/HOW
• unfortunately adverb
• unhappy adjective SAD
• uniform noun
• until preposition DIRECTIONS
• unusual adjective
• up adverb HIGHER POSITION
• up preposition HIGHER POSITION
• up the road/street, etc.
- upset adjective UNHAPPY
- upstairs adverb
- use noun USING
- useful adjective HELPING
- usually adverb
- a variety of sth/sb
- various adjective
- verb noun
- video noun ON
  COMPUTER/CAMERA
- video noun FILM/TV
- video game noun
- view noun THINGS YOU SEE
- violin noun
- visit verb INTERNET
- visitor noun
- vocabulary noun WORDS YOU KNOW
- volleyball noun
- can't wait
- walk noun JOURNEY
- walking noun
- wallet noun
- war noun FIGHTING
- warm adjective CLOTHES
- wash (sth) up or wash up (sth)
- wash noun
- washing machine noun
- washing-up noun
- water noun SEA/LAKE
- way noun METHOD
- way noun ROUTE
- the Web
- web page noun
- weekday noun
- weekly adjective, adverb
- welcome exclamation
- you're welcome
- well adverb TO A GREAT DEGREE
- well-known adjective
- west noun DIRECTION
- the west
- west adjective
- west adverb
- wet adjective WATER
- wet adjective WEATHER
- What about ...?
- wheel noun ON VEHICLE
- when conjunction AT WHAT TIME
- where conjunction POSITION
- which pronoun CHOICE
- which pronoun REFERRING TO SOMETHING
- while conjunction DURING
- white adjective COFFEE
- white adjective WINE
- white noun
- who pronoun REFERRING TO SOMEONE
- whole adjective
- why don't you?/ why not do sth?
- wide adjective DISTANCE
- wild adjective ANIMAL
- will modal verb FUTURE
- will modal verb ASK
- will modal verb IF
- win verb COMPETITION
- win verb PRIZE
- windy adjective
- winner noun
- with preposition USING
- without preposition NOT HAVING
- without sb
- wonderful adjective
- wood noun MATERIAL
- wood noun GROUP OF TREES
- wooden adjective
- wool noun
- work noun ACTIVITY
- work verb OPERATE
- worker noun IN COMPANY
- your world
- worried adjective
- worry verb FEEL ANXIOUS
- worse adjective MORE UNPLEASANT
- worst adjective
- would love sth
- wow exclamation
- write verb COMMUNICATE
- writing noun TEXT
- be wrong
- wrong adverb NOT CORRECT
- yeah exclamation
- year noun PERIOD OF STUDY
- yellow noun
- yes adverb DISAGREE
- yet adverb UNTIL NOW
- yet adverb NOW
- yogurt noun
- you pronoun PEOPLE GENERALLY
- yours pronoun PERSON/PEOPLE ADDRESSED
- yourself pronoun PERSON/PEOPLE ADDRESSED
- (by) yourself
- zero number NUMBER